This guidebook describes the steps
needed to develop a Diva Centre
from start to finish.
While this is by no means a comprehensive answer to
everything, there are ideas for reaching teens, tools for
recuriting and managing teen-friendly staff and evaluating
impact. It will help you make sure that the Diva Centre is a
vibrant, safe and welcoming place for teens. With this guide,
you'll develop the confidence to run your own experiments
and tweaks to improve the service.
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A NEW APPROACH TO REACH TEENS
Teens are different and so we need to think differently about
how we engage them with reproductive health services.
THEY WON’T REACH OUT FIRST
Teens have little information about contraception and what they hear is often negative and based on
rumours and myths. It’s no surprise that teens don’t usually take the initiative to seek out reproductive
health services.
CONTRACEPTIVE CHOICES ARE CONFUSING AND INTIMIDATING
Contraceptives are often talked about in scary, clinical terms—with lots of emphasis on the side effects
and not enough on the benefits.
CLINICS ARE INTIMIDATING
Fear of judgement, lack of money and accessibility all prevent teen from feeling welcome in typical family
planning clinics. What’s more, family planning is perceived as something which is only for married women.
LONG-TERM DECISIONS ARE DIFFICULT TO MAKE
Teens are not accustomed to making long-term decisions and need time and tailored support to help
them make the big choice about which contraceptive method to use.

In order to reach teens,
we need to create a new experience:

THE DIVA EXPERIENCE

A teen-centered reproductive health service for urban Zambia
THE BRAND
A brand—or a consistent language and aesthetic—will help guide teens along their reproductive health
journey, ensuring that every touch-point is relevant and engaging, and that every teen feels welcome.
The Divas, at the center of this brand, are five inspirational characters, each representing a different
contraceptive method. They bring the methods to life throughout the new teen experience, making the
qualities of each method understandable and memorable, while making the service consistent across
every touchpoint. By connecting with teens’ visions of themselves and aspirations for the future, the
Divas brand will empower teens to make healthy, informed decisions on their terms.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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CONVERSATIONS
AMONG FRIENDS

TEENS’
BEST SELVES

Encourage peer-to-peer information
sharing at every point along the
journey.

Connect teens’ choices to their
aspirations for the future and their
present-day needs.

ON THEIR
TERMS
Reach teens in their language, on
their terms, and in the places they
feel most comfortable.

UNDERCOVER,
BUT JUST ENOUGH
Design to be private enough to
shield teens from judgement, but not
so secretive to arouse suspicion.

WHAT YOU'LL NEED
There are four essential components of the Diva service to provide a
guided journey for teens to access sexual health & contraception services.
TEEN CONNECTOR
OUTREACH

A TEEN ONLY
SPACE

THE DIVA BRAND
+ MATERIALS

POP-UP
EVENTS

Teens need guidance through

To protect teens from judgement,

The five Divas are a powerful

From netball tournaments

their journey, and the Teen

and to ensure that they feel

way of communicating the

to music shows and drama,

Connectors help engage

comfortable and will come back

different methods of birth

outreach events are a really

and introduce clients to

again, every Diva Centre—even

control in simple language that

successful way to engage young

contraception. Every Diva

the temporary ones—should

teens understand. The Divas

people in conversations that are

Centre experience should have

have a specific teen only waiting

help start conversations that go

not only about contraception,

its own local Teen Connector

area. Our clients often feel

beyond birth control to touch

and also to scope the demand for

team, ideally two Teen

nervous and embarrassed talking

on the life goals and aspirations

services in new areas.

Connectors and one Senior

about sexual health and a warm

of our teen clients.

Teen Connector.

welcome, reassuring language
and non-judgmental attitude
is crucial.
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MEET THE DIVAS

THE PILL

THE INJECTION

THE IMPLANT

THE IUD

for

for

for the

for

for the

EVERY GIRL

MS. PERFECTION

GIRL ON THE GO

MS. AMBITION

SUPERGIRL

CONDOMS

THE CLIENT JOURNEY

The Diva Centre aims to engage
young women with information &
provide access to contraception
when they need it.
Not only do we need to provide them with contraception
services, we need to support and remind them to come back
when they need their next pill pack or injection. Everyone can
be forgetful and teens have busy lives, so a reminder really
helps. For those who take up long-acting methods, like the
implant or the IUD, we’ll need to follow-up and check that
everything is going well.

the divine divas

JOURNEY MAP
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TEEN
AMBASSADOR
PROGRAM

HERE ARE THE FIVE STEPS TO ENGAGE AND SUPPORT OUR TEEN CLIENTS:

MAKE THE
FIRST MOVE

REACH
BACK OUT

TEEN ONLY
SPACE

REMIND +
RE-ENGAGE

CONTINUE THE
CONVERSATION

TEEN
CONNECTOR
OUTREACH

FOLLOW-UP
CALL BACK

THE DIVA
CENTRE

POST-SERVICE
CALL BACK

TEEN
AMBASSADOR
PROGRAM

PHOTO
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1.

TEEN CONNECTOR OUTREACH
Take the initiative. Approach teens in places they’re
already going and talk to them like they’d talk to each
other. Recruit and train ‘Teen Connectors’—relatable,
college-age girls—to reach out to teens by hosting events
or canvassing in markets, near schools, and in other
common teen hangouts. Teach the basics through “The
Divine Divas”, a fun booklet that outlines the benefits of
contraceptives, and invite them to sign up for additional
information and events.

WHY THIS MATTERS
Teens don’t demand contraceptives because they’ve
barely heard of them. Moreover, myths and rumors
dominate their understanding and perception of birth
control. To cultivate demand, we must inform teens
of their options, build trusting relationships, and make
birth control feel relevant to them. By meeting teens
in their own communities, sharing information in a
language they can understand, and always highlighting
the benefits of contraceptives before the features, we’ll
begin to debunk myths and open the door for future
dialogue. Teen Connectors will be at the front line of
starting this conversation and generating interest in
1.
M AKE THE
FIRST MOVE

2.
RE ACH
BACK OUT

3.
TEEN ONLY
SPACE

4.
REMIND +
RE-ENGAGE

5.
CONTINUE THE
CONVERSATION

contraceptives among teens.
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TEEN CONNECTOR OUTREACH

TEEN CONNECTOR
CANVASSING

HOW IT WORKS:
•

The Teen Connector will work with the MSZ Youth Lead
to plan places and times to meet teens — markets, busy
roads, or locations near schools or teen centres would all
be good choices.

Teen Connectors are connected to their communities and implicitly know
where to find teens and how to engage them in conversation. They deeply
understand other teens’ concerns and make the dialogue relevant and

•

sign-up sheets and approaches teens to begin a conversation.

important to them without the judgment and pressure felt from adults. This
role requires a healthy dose of charisma on behalf of the Teen Connector,

The Teen Connector heads out with a clipboard, booklets, and

•

After a brief introduction, the Teen Connector offers teens a
copy of The Divine Divas booklet and talks them through it.

but it’s an efficient way to reach teens with an introduction to contraceptives.
•

Following the intercept script, the Teen Connector outlines the
benefits of contraceptives, explains the different methods, and
answers any questions the teens might have.

•

The Teen Connector tells teens how to follow up with the
Diva Centre and provides the phone number.

•

If the teen is interested in further information, the Teen
Connector collects their contact information on the sign-up
sheet and lets them know they’ll get a call soon to invite
them to an upcoming session.
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TEEN CONNECTOR OUTREACH

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
BOOKLET
page 87

SIGN-UP SHEETS
page 90
INTERCEPT SCRIPT

DIVA PIN

page 94

page 91

STREET INTERCEPTS
S A MPL E SCR IP T
Hi, I’m Donna, what’s your name?
I’d love to talk to you about how to stay healthy and plan for your future. I have this small
booklet; it tells you how to protect yourself from getting pregnant until you’re ready. Can I
walk you through it a little?
15

TEEN CONNECTOR OUTREACH

POP UP EVENT EXAMPLE:
NAIL SALON

HOW IT WORKS:
•

We secure a space that is in a busy area, such as a street market
where they can set up out of the public eye, but not hard to
access. It’s important to make sure the space has tables and
chairs available for the nail salon. Set a date for the nail salon!

A Pop-Up Nail Salon with manicures for teen girls is a great way to bring
teens in the door. It’s a safe space that’s naturally conducive to girl talk,
enabling teens to chat about reproductive health comfortably while getting

•

Connectors set up the salon with tables, chairs, and supplies.

their nails done. When run as an occasional pop-up event, it will build
excitement with teens and help gauge the demand in new communitites.

On the selected day, one staff member plus three Teen

•

Have one Teen Connector serve as the promoter who stands
outside with the nail salon sign and a bunch of diva booklets.
Her job is to inform teens that they can learn more about their
reproductive health by visiting the new Pop-Up Nail Salon
around the corner. If the girl is not interested she can leave
her with a booklet to read on her own time.

•

Back at the salon, two Teen Connectors sit in a row doing
manicures for the teen girls coming in the door. Keeping the
manicures to a nail polish change will give enough time for
a short chat, while using minimal supplies.

•

Each conversation can loosely refer to birth control methods
using the booklet as a conversation guide. Be sure to keep it
casual and don’t be afraid to cover other topics.

•

After each teenager finishes her nails, they take a booklet with
them and are offered the opportunity to sign up for a reminder
the next time an event is being hosted.
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TEEN CONNECTOR OUTREACH | POP-UP EVENT: NAIL SALON

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
SANDWICH BOARD

NAIL SUPPLIES

page 86

page 85
BOOKLET
page 87

SIGN-UP SHEETS
page 90

SALON SCRIPT

page 94

POP-UP SALON
S A MPL E SCR IP T
Hi, I’m Donna, what’s your name?
Optional follow-up: Are you shopping in the market today? Do you go to school nearby?
I’d love to talk to you about how to stay healthy and plan for your future. Check out our booklet (hand it
to her); it tells you a lot about how to protect yourself from getting pregnant until you’re ready. We’re also
having a free nail salon right around the corner where you can learn more and hang out with other divas.
If you have time for a manicure, I’ll take you there and introduce you to some of my friends.
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2.

COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
At this stage, girls have been given a brief, friendly
introduction to contraceptive benefits and methods, but
they may not be ready to take the next leap on their
own. Give them a call to invite them to a local, teen only
information session where they can learn more about
reproductive health. Encourage them to bring their friends,
and let them know that a nurse will be present in case
they’re interested in service—but no pressure!

WHY THIS MATTERS
Teens are spontaneous and aren’t accustomed to
planning in advance. Sending reminder messages
will build upon this spontaneity while creating a
sense of urgency, encouraging teens to return for
more information and, potentially, services. By
allowing teens to invite their friends, we ensure they’re
comfortable and secure coming to a new place.

1.
M AKE THE
FIRST MOVE

2.
RE ACH
BACK OUT

3.
TEEN ONLY
SPACE

4.
REMIND +
RE-ENGAGE

5.
CONTINUE THE
CONVERSATION
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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

FOLLOW-UP CALL BACKS

HOW IT WORKS:
•

Teen Connector goes through sign-up sheets they filled out
that week and calls back each number.

A friendly phone call from the Teen Connector will remind girls that we are there

•

speaks with teens and invites them to an information session

to support them, while giving them a gentle nudge towards taking action. They’ll

that week.

receive a warm invitation to come back for additional information at a teen only
event in the local teen center. Services will be available if they’re ready for it, but

Using the follow-up script as a guide, the Teen Connector

•

Teen Connector marks additional notes on the sign-up sheet

an invitation just for information will be less intimidating. This empowers them

for later reference and calls back teens who didn’t answer the

to make the decision to go forward only when they are ready. Why a phone

first time.

call? Phone calls are more personal than texts or social media, allowing teens to
continue their personal connection to the Teen Connector, while also maintaining
a sense of privacy. This eliminates the fear of sending a text to the wrong number,
or having a family member read and misinterpret a Facebook message.
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•

Teen Connector keeps sign-up sheets until they’re collected
for data reporting by the Youth Lead.

COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

THE DIVA CENTRE PHONE
page 90

SIGN-UP SHEETS
page 90

FOLLOW-UP CALL
S A M PL E SCR IP T
Hey, is this Grace? (if yes, continue)
Hey Grace, it’s me, Donna, from the market the other day. I wanted to let you know we’re going to be in
Mtendere again on Saturday, giving more information about the things we talked about the other day.
It’ll be a teen-only session at Africa Directions, and you can bring friends with you if you’d like. Are you
interested in joining us?

FOLLOW-UP SCRIPT
page 94

(If yes) Great, do you know where Africa Directions is? (Give directions)
We’ll be there from 12:00 through 18:00—you can come anytime, but do you have an idea of what time
might be best for you?
Great, thanks, Grace. This is such an important issue—we’re glad you’re interested in learning more.
We’ll see you on Saturday, and in the mean time, give us a call at 5600 if you have any questions.
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3.
TEEN ONLY MINI-CLINIC
When girls show up for the event they’ve been invited to,
they’re happy to see the Teen Connector at the entrance.
The event is in a bright, colorful, and comfortable office at
their local teen centre, and the Nurse that they’re introduced
to is friendly, fun, and young. She walks the girls through the
Diva Kit, talking with them about contraceptive methods
one-by-one, and she speaks to them in a language they
can understand, asking questions and even telling jokes. At
the end they’re able to see the methods in person, and the
Nurse offers services if any girls are interested. Those who
are interested stay for a quick private session, and those who
aren’t are encouraged to take their time thinking about it and
invited to come back when they’re ready.

WHY THIS MATTERS

1.
M AKE THE
FIRST MOVE

2.
RE ACH
BACK OUT

3.
TEEN ONLY
SPACE

4.
REMIND +
RE-ENGAGE

5.
CONTINUE THE
CONVERSATION

Offering teens more information is a low-pressure way
to re-engage them, but teens lack the time and resources
to travel great distances and they fear going to clinics in
their own neighbourhoods. By creating a space in their
neighbourhood that’s exclusive to teens and allowing
them to bring friends, we’ll be able to remove many of
these barriers and enable a deeper conversation about
contraceptives, after which they may be more comfortable
considering using them. Reduce the stress of the journey by
embedding the service where teens already feel welcome.
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TEEN ONLY MINI-CLINIC

NOT JUST A
REGULAR CLINIC

HOW IT WORKS:
•

The Youth Lead sets up a teen only mini-clinic, following the
location selection and design guidelines. (page 82)

The teen only mini-clinics are not just a regular clinic. They are clinics

•

signage that has been placed nearby the space, and the Teen

embedded within existing teen spaces where they don’t feel the pressure

Connector welcomes them when they arrive.

or the judgement of taking a trip to a clinic. We can reduce the stress of
the clinic experience by embedding the service in places where teens are

Teens find their way to the clinic by following The Divine Diva

•

When the Nurse is available, teens are welcomed inside her

already welcome, such as teen centres. From wayfinding to a brand new

office, which has been designed to feel like an inviting extension

choice kit, the products designed for the teen experience at the mini-clinic

of the teen centre space.

are described in the following pages.

•

Following the Nurse’s Guide, the Nurse walks the teens
through the Diva Kit, reminding the teens of the benefits
of contraceptives, and gives an overview of each method
of birth control.

•

Teens are asked if they’re interested in learning more about
any of the methods in particular, and the Nurse answers any
questions the teens may have.

•

If they’re interested, the teens are offered the opportunity
to receive the services, but the teens are assured that they’re
welcome to come back another time if they’d prefer.

•

If the teen does choose to start using a contraceptive, the Nurse
offers service according to the existing Marie Stopes process.
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TEEN ONLY MINI-CLINIC

WAYFINDING
Wayfinding has been designed to be
evident for the girls that are looking for
the place, but subtle enough so they don’t
draw too much attention in the bustling
market. Once they are in the right place,
they will know where to go and where to
wait without the discomfort of having to
ask for directions.
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TEEN-ONLY MINI-CLINIC

VERSATILE SPACES
Teens are welcome to join on their own
or to bring their friend with them to the
consultation session. The space has the
ability to lend itself to both a social space
or a private space on the fly. Teens will
likely feel more at ease if they can bring
a friend with them while they hear the
information about birth control. Once
a girl decides on a method, she has the
option of receiving the service in the
private section of the room.
THE DIVA KIT
For many young clients, birth control and
reproductive health are surrounded by
myths, mystery, and confusion. The Diva
Kit is designed to explain birth control
methods in a straight-forward, friendly,
yet comprehensive way. The Diva Kit
is an adaptation of the Choice Kit,
designed to meet the needs of young girls.
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TEEN ONLY MINI-CLINIC

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
SPACE INTERIOR GUIDELINES
page 83
SIGNAGE + WAYFINDING
page 85

DIVA KIT
page 88

BOOKLET
page 87
27
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4.

REMIND + RE-ENGAGE
Teens can become our biggest advocates, but only if they
have an exceptional experience and receive support even
beyond the point of service. Help teens get back in touch
with us if they need to, and give them information about
follow-up care for their method of choice. Call to remind
them when to come in for a visit and ask their help in
spreading the word.

WHY THIS MATTERS
Just as they could benefit from a nudge to come in
for their first visit, teens would benefit from guidance
beyond the point of service. By reminding them of how
best to use their method of choice and ensuring that
they know where to turn if they have questions, we’ll
be encouraging teens use contraceptives appropriately.
If teens have a great experience and adhere to best
practices, they’ll be great advocates for the service,
which is our ultimate measure of success.
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3.
TEEN ONLY
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4.
REMIND +
RE-ENGAGE

5.
CONTINUE THE
CONVERSATION
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REMIND + RE-ENGAGE

REMINDERS
+ TAKEAWAYS

HOW IT WORKS:
•

As teens are leaving the mini-clinic, follow regular Marie
Stopes procedure and offer them a copy of the “Divine Divas”
booklet if they’re interested.

Help teens continue to feel supported even after they’ve walked out the door.
Give them information about the methods they’ve chosen so they know

•

future. If they are, collect their phone numbers.

what to expect and how to contact us if they have any questions. If they’re
comfortable leaving their phone number, call them to remind them of

Ask if they’re comfortable with us reaching out to them in the

•

Offer them Teen Ambassador cards and additional booklets to

upcoming events, when to come back for follow-ups, or just to see how they’re

give to their friends, and thank them for taking such a big step

doing—a little support can go a long way.

with us.

If they’re up for it, encourage girls to spread the word, too. Give them

•

Following the post-service script, call teens to ask how

booklets and Teen Ambassador Cards (page 92) for their friends as they leave

everything is going, and, when appropriate, to remind them to

the office, and a Diva Pin as a thank you. With every visit they can collect

come in again.

a different one so it’s a good reminder to come back again soon!

•

If the clients report any medical symptoms or have any
questions, transfer the girls to speak with the Nurse or arrnage
for the Nurse to call them back as soon as possible.
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REMIND + RE-ENGAGE

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

DIVA PINS

BOOKLET

page 91

page 87

POST SERVICE SCRIPT

THE DIVA CENTRE

page 94

PHONE page 90

POST-SERVICE
S A MPLE SCR IPT
Hey, is this Grace? (if yes, continue)
Hey Grace, this is Faith, the Nurse from Marie Stopes. How are you?
I just wanted to check in and see how you’re doing with the injection you got a couple months ago. How
has it been going for you so far? Do you have any questions?
(answer questions if they have them)
So glad to hear it’s going well for you, but don’t forget that this shot only lasts for three months, so you’ll
need another injection soon if you want to continue with it. Luckily we’ll be in Mtendere again on

31
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5.

TEEN AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
We learned that our clients are enthusiastic about the
Diva service and bringing their friends in, sometimes
within hours of their visit. To facilitate and measure
client to client referrals we’ve created Teen Ambassador
Cards for clients to share with their friends. These
discreet, pocket-sized cards are the teen's passport to
free information and services and help us track which
clients refer the most friends.

WHY THIS MATTERS
Nobody makes a better advocate for our services than
the clients themselves, so tracking these peer-to-peer
referals will be a great way for us to measure our success.
These superstar Teen Ambassadors could be future Teen
Connectors too. By making it easy to send a friend, we
also encourage the girls to become advocates among their
peers for making smart, informed choices for the future.
The Teen Ambassador card is their link to a safe, nonjudgemental place to receive high-quality services.
1.
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TEEN AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

DIVA #:

TEEN

DATE:

HOW IT WORKS
•

As teens are leaving the mini-clinic, offer teens
booklets and Teen Ambassador Cards to share
with their friends.

•

Note the client's Diva ID on each Teen
Ambassador Card.

•

AMBASSADOR

THE DIVINE

DIVAS

Bring this card for a free
teen health consultation at

CARDS

MTENDERE

page 92

AFRICA DIRECTIONS
within 30 days.
Call us for an appointment
or more information on

704.533.2687

These cards invite teens to a teen health consultation
at the Diva Centre within 30 days. When referred
clients attend, we'll note the details on the Diva

DIVA CLIC

TEEN AMBASSADOR

FORM

Referral Card

page 96

CLIC form.
•

We'll be able to track the proportion of clients
who refer a friend as well as identify superstar Teen
Ambassadors who potentially might make great
Teen Connectors.
Thanks for completing all the information in black ink and
write clearly in capital letters. This data helps us to measure
the success of the Diva services.

OCCUPATION
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

DATE

CLIENT ID

PLACE OF BIRTH

MOH ID

FORMAL EMPLOYMENT
INFORMAL EMPLOYMENT
AGRICULTURE
STUDENT

MALE

UNEMPLOYED/HOUSEWORKER
N/A

FEMALE
DIVA EVENT

NUMBER TO CONTACT YOU ON

AGREE CONTACT?

YES

HOW DID THE CLIENT FIRST HEAR
ABOUT THE DIVA SERVICE

LOCATION OF DIVA CENTRE

AGE

NO

DIVA CENTRE

CLIENT STATUS
NEW

EXISTING

MARITAL STATUS

NAME OF TEEN CONNECTOR COMPLETING FORM

DRAMA

MSZ SALES AGENT

EVENT

FAMILY/FRIEND

RADIO

PARTNER

TELEVISION

CLINICAL REFERRAL

MSZ CLIENT

POSTER/BILLBOARD

TEEN

OTHER

NEVER MARRIED

MARRIED/COHABITING

CONNECTOR

WIDOWED

DIVORCED/SEPARATED

Name :

WERE YOU CLINICALLY REFERRED BY

ARE YOU OR YOUR PARTNER CURRENTLY USING A CONTRACEPTIVE METHOD

ANOTHER SERVICE PROVIDER OR DID

TO AVOID PREGNANCY? If more than one is used select the longest lasting method:

ANYONE TELL YOU TO COME TODAY?

NEVER USED A MODERN METHOD

IMPLANT

DIVA LAUNCHKIT

Here's everything you need to set
up a new Diva site.
This launchkit will give you the lowdown on all things Diva —
from selecting a new site, to preparing posters and banners
to guide teens through our doors and scripts to help the
Teen Connectors engage and follow-up with new clients.

WHERE WILL THE NEW CENTRE BE?

· Scoping a new location for a Diva site needs to start at least three months
before the planned launch date and earlier if possible to give time for
community engagement and renovations.
· Consider the demand in different areas when you look for new sites.
— Let's run some pop-up events to gauge demand
— Do we see lots of teens travelling from some particular areas?
— Are there areas with a particularly high teen population?
· Talk to our partners and local organisations working with youth.
— Do we have connections with existing youth centres or youth services
where we could embed a new Diva Centre?

38

CRITERIA FOR A NEW DIVA SITE
WHAT’S ESSENTIAL
Offers a degree of privacy to clients (inside and outside space)
Enough space for teen only waiting space and consultation room
Minimal renovation required
Can obtain a flexible or renewable lease
Easy to find and explain location
Near transport links
Has access to water and sanitation facilities
WHAT'S DESIRED
Close to places where young people congregate
Embedded in or near a youth centre or sports facilities
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BEGINNING WORK IN A NEW AREA
· Identify the area
· Undertake community mapping:
— Where are any educational facilities?
— Where are any young people’s activities?
— How many 16-19 year olds live in this area?
— Do we have any existing connections through
our Teen Connectors to local teens?
— Who are the other health service providers in the area?

REACHING OUT TO THE COMMUNIT Y
· Identify the stakeholders and community ‘gatekeepers.’
· Consult teen girls, our key stakeholders, early and frequently,
ideally via the Teen Connectors.
· Meet with community gatekeepers and inform them about our work
when appropriate. Seek their input and ideas.
· Check back in with updates on progress and review their attitudes
towards the project.
· Actively ask about negative reactions from the community and
especially about any potential risks of working in that community.
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TESTING DEMAND
· Ask local community members, health care providers and youth
about the need for the program.
· Run some pop-up events to assess demand and acceptability
(after completing the steps above).
— Did the Teen Connectors or nurse experience any community resistance?
— How many clients attended for information?
— How many received services?
· Run some client exit interviews on the day of the event or ask one
of the clinical team to call them back a few days later to ask:
— What did the teen clients think about the service?
— Would they use it again?
— Did they experience any problems after using the service?

THE FINAL DECISION
WHERE

· Hold a meeting to involve the rest of the MSZ team in making the final
decision on whether to set up a new Centre and prepare for Diva Launch.
· Consider all the input from the community, clients and staff before
moving forward.

WHEN

· Decide when the clinic should open: the number of days per week and the
opening hours. Remember that this might change if some times of day
(such as after school) prove especially busy.
· Would a Saturday clinic work better in some areas? These are all questions
to investigate and experiment with in the first months after opening.
41

PEOPLE

Recruiting the right people will
be critical.
The success of this program will depend on people more
than anything else. Ever yone interacting with teens
should be approachable, good at starting conversations,
and have a deep sense of empathy for teens. To run this
project we recruit for four roles: a Project Lead, a Youth
Lead, Nurses, and Teen Connectors

project staffing

CHART

PROJECT
LEAD

DIVA
CENTRE
1

Senior Teen Connector and two Outreach Teen Connectors. We will also
need to hire a part-time cleaner. At busy times, or just prior to launch we
may need to intensify outreach or run extra events. At this time, we can
bring Teen Connectors from other centres to assist work.

MSI

YOUTH
LEAD

NURSE

NURSE

SENIOR TEEN
CONNECTOR

SENIOR TEEN
CONNECTOR

TEEN
CONNECTORS
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The team for each Diva Centre includes an MSI-trained nurse, one

TEEN
CONNECTORS

DIVA
CENTRE
2

PROJECT LEAD
IDENTIFYING A PROJECT LEAD
An ideal Project Lead would understand
both human-centered design and the
day-to-day realities of running sexual
and reproductive health clinical services

LOOK FOR THESE QUALITIES IN YOUR NEW HIRE:
· Organised and able to coordinate internal teams and external partners.
· Passionate about working with youth, sexual and reproductive health, and human-centered design.
· Understands the local and national context and policy relating to teen reproductive health.
· Comfortable with ambiguity and uncertainty, but able to communicate quickly and clearly to others.
· Optimistic and prefers imagining solutions rather than dwelling on challenges.

in a place like Lusaka. They should be

· Able to build and inspire a team.

comfortable with ambiguity, but be able

LOOK FOR THESE EXPERIENCE POINTS:

to guide the project towards clear targets

· Has worked in health services organisations in markets comparable to Zambia.

and milestones, all while communicating
and coordinating with internal teams
and external partners. The Project Lead
will guide the continued evolution and
development of this project. Ideally the
Project Lead would also document and
share learnings to enable others to follow
a similar approach to reaching youth.

· Has launched new programs or clinical services. Clinical experience is a bonus, but not essential.
· Has experience with human-centered design, program evaluation and quality assurance.
· Has management experience guiding, training and managing clinical staff.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
· Design and lead the development of new Diva Centres.
· Monitor data management, review and analyse key performance indicators and incorporate lessons into
· programmatic/operational decisions.
· Oversee recruitment, training and management of the Diva nurses, working with the HR department.
· Prepare and host monthly staff meetings to review Nurse performance and support professional development.
· Lead on quality checks and oversee training of clinical staff on MSZ policy and clinical guidelines.
· Work with the Finance department to monitor running costs and ensure we keep to budget.
· Support the Youth Lead to manage performance and training of the Teen Connectors
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YOUTH LEAD
IDENTIFYING A YOUTH LEAD
The Youth Lead is someone who has
deep experience and knowledge of how
to engage and work with youth and their
communities. They are someone who is
an expert communicator, not only with
youth, but also with community leaders,
policymakers and other agencies. He or
she enjoys rolling up their sleeves and
running a community event as much as

LOOK FOR THESE QUALITIES IN YOUR NEW HIRE:
· Passionate about working with youth, sexual and reproductive health, and human-centered design
· Understands the local and national context and policy relating to teen reproductive health
· Strong leadership and management qualities
· A clear communicator, able to adapt their approach to different situations

LOOK FOR THESE EXPERIENCE POINTS:
· Has worked with youth organisations before and knows how to engage youth people
· Has experience leading teams and supporting and training staff
· Previous work with community engagement activites and running events
· Has management experience guiding, training and supporting staff

RESPONSIBILITIES:

telling the story of the work in meetings

· Identify new sites and mange site renovation and stocking prior to launch

and conferences. They need to have

· Work with the Marketing team to engage new communities for outreach work, events and Diva Centres

attention to detail and be able to lead,
support and inspire the Diva Centre staff in
their day to day work.

· Oversee recruitment and training of all non-clinical staff (Teen Connectors, data entry clerks, cleaners etc.)
· Prepare and host weekly staff meetings to review Diva Centre performance
· Prepare and host monthly staff meetings to review Teen Connector performance and address any information
needs and concerns
· Collaborate with government agencies, other NGOs and international agencies working on youth-related issues
· Lead innovation in the Diva Centres, by working with staff to identify opportunities to prototype new tools
or processes and improve quality of care
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NURSE
IDENTIFYING NURSES
The Nurse will focus her efforts on creating
a friendly, positive, social and informative
environment for teens to ask questions
about birth control methods. While the
information provided hasn’t changed, the
approach that the Nurse will use to engage
teens will begin to evolve. The Nurse
should exemplify the approachable tone
of the Diva program while still offering the
appropriate level of counsel and instruction
to teens. The Nurse must be able to deeply

LOOK FOR THESE QUALITIES IN YOUR NEW HIRE:
· Gregarious and outgoing with great conversational skills - able to sense each teen’s comfort level and assess the
best approach to talking with them
· Compassionate, good listeners with a keen interest in figuring out and advocating for the method that is best
for each teen
· Interested in exploring new ways of delivering birth control information; good storytellers and like to go beyond
delivering ‘just the facts.’
· Flexible and adaptable to a variety of situations

LOOK FOR THESE EXPERIENCE POINTS:
· Has worked with teens before, either professionally or in a volunteering capacity, potentially with local youth
groups or programs
· Has previous mentor or leadership positions where they developed their interpersonal skills, working with
a variety of personalities and knowledge levels
· Trained in all the methods we offer, including IUD and implant insertion and removal
· Computer literate; experience with data entry and recording is a plus

empathise with the issues teens are facing

RESPONSIBILITIES:

and present an optimistic view of the

· Oversee and mentor the Teen Connectors day to day

importance of sexual health in their lives.
Nurses will highlight the benefits of birth
control and find creative ways to explain
how each birth control method can fit into
their individual routine.

· Provide initial counseling to individuals and groups in the social space (entry room)
· Provide personal consultations and services in the clinical room
· Record client data on the Diva CLIC Form, fill out Appointment Cards and Family Planning Cards when necesssary
· Monitor and maintain stocks of clinical supplies
· Ensure that all Marie Stopes processes regarding client confidentiality, hygiene, etc. are being followed
· Train and continue to coach Teen Connectors in reproductive health information
· Help host events in the Diva Centre
· Liaise with Research and Metrics team to ensure data is entered accurately and on time.
· Attend the weekly team meeting and monthly Nurses meeting.
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SENIOR TEEN CONNECTORS
IDENTIFYING SENIOR
TEEN CONNECTORS
The Senior Teen Connector will be
responsible for creating a friendly, warm
welcome to teens visiting the Diva
Centre. They'll be able to make our clients
feel at home in the space and be able
to start conversations, not only about
contraception, but education, relationships
and futures. They are the first point of call
for Outreach Teen Connectors and will be

WHO THEY ARE:
· Women from the ages of 18-24 with knowledge of their local community
· Can express themselves freely in local languages and have completed high school education
· Role models—academically, professionally, civically, or otherwise
· Passionate about the work that Marie Stopes does and understands the value of family planning

WHERE TO FIND THEM:
· Connect to existing youth groups or comunity organizations, such as Africa Directions, to find teens
who are already interested in participating in leadership roles within their community
· Identify outstanding Teen Connectors at the Diva Centre from promotion
· Recruit through similar community interest groups and clubs or at local universities

RESPONSIBILITIES:
· Open the Diva Centre, greet girls when they come, and close the Centre
· Create a fun, inviting and safe environment for girls to visit

great communicators, highly motivated

· Give preliminary information on the different contraceptive methods

to train, support and coach new Teen

· Capture teen visitor information (first section of the Diva CLIC Form) and file the processed forms

Connectors.

· Monitor and maintain stock levels of non-clinical supplies: nail polish, forms, magazines, stationary
· Call outreach numbers back and call to remind for next-day appointments each day
· Lead brainstorms and help plan additional outreach activities and events
· Lead planning of the monthly Diva Centre event
· Support, train and coach Outreach Teen Connectors
· Help Outreach Teen Connectors select canvassing locations for the week
· Attend the weekly team meeting and monthly Teen Connector meeting.
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TEEN CONNECTORS
IDENTIFYING TEEN CONNECTORS
Because Teen Connectors are the
face of The Divine Divas campaign, it’s
important to invest time in finding the right

The Teen Connector will be the first person that teens interact with, and they’ll be responsible for building
demand among teens. Serving as intermediaries and guides for how to learn more and access information
about MSZ’s services, Teen Connectors will support teens through community outreach, hosted events,
and follow-up communication.

WHO THEY ARE:

personalities for the role. They are young

· Women from the ages of 18-24 with knowledge of their local community

women who are comfortable talking to

· Can express themselves freely in local languages and have high school education, ideally to Grade 12

strangers, confident in themselves with a
positive attitude, have ambitious personal
goals, understand the importance of
birth control, and want to empower other
teens with information that can change
their lives. It’s certainly a tall order, but
finding the right balance of personality
and competence will directly correlate
with their success in approaching teens.
Teen Connectors are attracted to this role
because it’s a part-time job that's flexible
enough to fit their schedule, be it school or

· Role models—academically, professionally, civically, or otherwise
· Passionate about the work that Marie Stopes does and understand the value of family planning

WHERE TO FIND THEM:
· Connect to existing youth groups or comunity organizations, such as Africa Directions, to find teens
who are already interested in participating in leadership roles within their community
· Identify outstanding Teen Ambassadors who are already referring clients to the Diva Centre
· Ask our existing nurses and Teen Connectors for recommendations
· Recruit through similar community interest groups and clubs or at local universities

RESPONSIBILITIES:
· Set up and prepare for outreach activities and canvassing each week
· Carry out outreach activities — canvassing and engaging teens in the local communities
· Take down the names and numbers of teens who are interested in hearing more
· Help the Senior Teen Connector plan the Diva Centre event each week
· Host Diva Centre events
· Attend the weekly team meeting and monthly Teen Connector meeting

another part-time job, and is a leadership
position that they can be proud of.
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TEEN CONNECTOR ORIENTATION
Each new Teen Connector undergoes standard initial training
and receives a certificate to recognise her new skills. Hard working
Teen Connectors can then take further courses, for example in data
entry, management and VCT counselling, to become a Senior Teen
Connector. Achievements are celebrated at a ‘graduation ceremony’
with a certificate documenting their success.

STRUCTURED TRAINING + CAREER PROGRESSION:

RECRUITMENT

ORIENTATION
+
TRAINING

MENTORING
+
JOB SHADOWING

TEEN
CONNEC TOR

ADDITIONAL
TRAINING
+
SATISFAC TORY
PERFORM ANCE
RE VIEWS

SENIOR
TEEN
CONNEC TOR

ADDITIONAL
SKILLS
TRAINING

TRAINING SESSIONS FOR TEEN CONNECTORS

TOOLS:

All new Teen Connectors should receive intensive training when beginning their
work with the Divas. Some tools for training are included on the attached USB drive.

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED TRAINING IN

This training should include:
· Overview of the Divas. Who are they and why?

SIGNED :

NAME :

DATE :

TITLE :

· Overview of the Teen Connector role, and how they fit into the larger project
· Contraception: how it works and the facts, including Q&A, with the Diva Kit
· STI testing and treatment: basic facts
· HIV testing and treatment: basic facts
· Myths: how to answer those questions.
· Tips for canvassing
· Tips for counselling
· Safety and support
· Best practice for communication and introduction to the scripts
· Rehearsal of client interactions with suggestions for improvement
· How to complete the Diva data capture form and why it’s important
· Performance review and team meetings

TRAINING
MATERIALS

page 97

MENTORING + JOB SHADOWING
MENTORING + JOB SHADOWING CHECKLIST
❏

Welcome meeting with Nurse and Senior Teen Connector

❏

Tour of the Diva Centre and the canvassing areas

❏

Agree her canvassing schedule and responsibilities

❏

Train on use of Diva Forms, Client cards, Teen Ambassador

❏

Cards and Client Sign-up Forms.

❏

Give refresher training on callback scripts

❏

Give refresher training on contraception with the Diva Kit
and booklet

❏

Observation of experienced Teen Connector canvassing

❏

Observation of experienced Teen Connector giving
information

Each new Teen Connector is assigned to a Senior Teen Connector who can
support her training and mentor her at the new site. She'll learn how to practice

❏

Observed interactions with client with suggestions
for improvement

❏

Attend an outreach event

She'll shadow an experienced Teen Connector for canvassing, gain feedback on her

❏

Attend the weekly meeting

communication skills and spend time learning with the Nurse. After this month, if

❏

Attend one Q&A session with the Nurse to check and

what she learned on the training course in a supportive, structured environment.

improve knowledge mid-placement.

her performance is satisfactory, she'll be assigned to start work at the Diva Centre.
❏

End of placement meeting with Nurse and
Senior Teen Connector

❏

Youth Lead to review new staff member's progress with
the Nurse and Senior Teen Connector before they are
assigned to start work.
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SAFET Y TIPS FOR TEEN CONNECTORS

BEST PRACTICES FOR THE
TEEN CONNECTORS & NURSE

· Be aware of your surroundings.

· Above all, don’t pass judgement on girls we encounter for choosing

· Always work in pairs and only work during daylight hours.
· Walk confidently.
· Carry a phone and know how to contact the Diva Centre for support.
· If you experience any questions that you don’t know how to answer,
always ask the Diva Centre Nurse for advice.
· If you feel uncomfortable or nervous whilst at work, take refuge
in a nearby shop or safe place and call for help.

to have sex or choosing to abstain. We are here to help girls make the
right decisions for themselves and they should never feel judged for
the decisions they make.
· Remember that we are providing information so that teens can make
more informed decisions. Do not pressure teens to choose a certain
birth control method.
· Always start with the benefits. Why is it important to know about
contraceptives? You can include benefits beyond birth control, such
as the pill clearing up acne.
· Say “avoiding unwanted pregnancies” instead of “family planning” –
“family planning” feels like something only adult women do.
· Say “The Diva Centre” instead of “The Clinic.”
· All teens who we provide information to at outreach events should be
provided with a contact number and directions to the Diva Centre.
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RUNNING THE DIVA CENTRE
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RUNNING THE DIVA CENTRE: GUIDE FOR STAFF

WHO: Nurse and Senior Teen Connector
WHERE: Based at the Diva Centre during opening hours
WHAT: What to keep in mind when opening and running the Diva Centre.
OPENING THE DIVA CENTRE
· Every morning do a quick clean of the space, throwing away any leftover trash, sweeping
the space and taking out the trash in the bin.
· Put out magazines, nail polish and remover, Diva booklets and pins. Restock any
of these if necessary. The space should feel fun & welcoming!
· Make sure all of the client information forms and family planning cards are stocked, and
if not, make a note of it for the next meeting.

RUNNING THE DIVA CENTRE
· As each teen comes in, make them feel welcomed by greeting them, asking their name and
how they are doing. You can sit and do nails with them or look through some magazines.
It’s best to hear a little about their life before jumping right into the methods.
· After a few minutes, ask if they would like to hear more about birth control and ways to

· After girls have seen the nurse, ask them if they would like some Teen Ambassador
referral cards to give to their friends. Write the client’s ID on the Teen Ambassador
cards, not their name.
· Check in with the Outreach Teen Connectors at least twice a day to answer any
questions and check how many girls received information.
· During the quiet hours, you can call back the girls who were talked to during outreach
and girls who need an appointment reminder. Try to get through the entire list by the
end of each day.

CLOSING THE DIVA CENTRE
· Make sure all follow-up appointments have been recorded in the appointment book.
· File any papers from that day in the filing cabinet.
· Do a quick clean of the space and organize anything that became out of place.

avoid unwanted pregnancies. If they seem interested, share the Diva booklet with them and
go through the pages and methods. Keep it a conversation, perhaps even sharing some of
your own personal experiences.
· After that, ask if they’d be interested in talking to a nurse to learn more or ask additional
questions. If yes, fill out the first part of the Diva Form (p.75) to give to the nurse.
If not, see if they’d like to make an appointment for later, which you track in the
appointment book.
· If they have a Teen Ambassador card, collect it and staple it to the Diva Form. Make sure
to note the Client ID written on the card on the Diva Form.
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RUNNING THE DIVA CENTRE: GUIDE FOR TEEN CONNECTORS

WHO: Outreach team of two Teen Connectors
WHERE: Various locations (to be determined by team)
WHAT: Each month, the outreach team will be responsible for a variety of approaches:
· Outreach event of team’s choosing
· Canvassing
· Diva Centre event

1 DAY — OUTREACH EVENT

CANVASSING

Each month, the outreach team chooses an event where they think they could have a large

The team will identify locations for canvassing,with the Youth Lead before launching a new

impact. This could be anything from partnering with a fashion show, setting up a booth at

Centre. Focus on holding quality conversations and building relationships with girls they

a showground event, sharing information at a netball or soccer tournament, or speaking at

reach, as opposed to simply giving a booklet to girls in passing. Transportation needs to

a local Girls Group. The team can brainstorm ideas as a group and will choose this event at

be provided for outreach efforts further than ~25 minutes walking distance from the Diva

their first weekly meeting. Events should be held more frequently during the run-up to and

Centre. Canvassing should take place during daylight hours only, in pairs and all Teen

shortly after the launch of a new Diva Centre.

Connectors must carry a mobile phone in order to contact the Centre’s nurse or Senior Teen
Connector. All Teen Connectors must have completed training, including safety awareness,

1 DAY — POP-UP DIVA CENTRE EVENT
In addition to outreach, the Diva Centre will host an event every month. Events should be
held more frequently during the run-up and shortly after the launch of a new Diva Centre.
This will serve as informal way to help girls feel comfortable with the Diva Centre and and
have fun in the space. The Senior Teen Connector will lead this activity with the support of

before canvassing.

DATA COLLECTION
· For outreach, make sure that each teen has Diva Sign Up sheets and plenty of booklets.
· The nurse will check in after each shift, and at the end of each day, photograph the

the other girls. The agenda can change each week to keep it interesting – perhaps one week,

Divas Sign Up sheets to keep an electronic record, if possible. The paper forms are filed

it’s all about fashion, whereas another week it might be about dance/drama.

and passed onto the Youth Lead at weekly meetings.
· The Youth Lead keeps track of area(s) covered during the week and coordinates data
entry on the number of girls engaged by the Teen Connectors.
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STOCKING + RE-STOCKING
Equipment for a new Diva Centre will depend on space available and the volume of
clients. This check list provides an estimate of what you'll need to prepare for launch.
FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT

DIVA SUPPLIES

OFFICE SUPPLIES

❏

Desk and chair for office (1)

❏

Diva Booklets (1500)

❏

CLIC laptop (1)

❏

Low table for nail polish etc. (1)

❏

Diva Badges (500)

❏

Data dongle (1)

❏

Chairs (stackable) (5)

❏

Nail Polish (30)

❏

Phone and airtime (1)

❏

Chairs (non-stackable, coloured) (4-5)

❏

Nail Polish Remover (10)

❏

Pens (50)

❏

Fabric for examination couch (5)

❏

Cotton balls (2)

❏

Staplers (2)

❏

Nurse’s desk (1)

❏

Magazines (4-6)

❏

Staples (5 packs)

❏

Nurse’s chair (1)

❏

Balloons (100)

❏

Appointment book (2)

❏

Store cupboard (1)

❏

Clipboards (4)

❏

Storage drawers for contraceptives (1-2)

CLINICAL SUPPLIES

❏

Diva Forms: CLIC data capture

❏

Diva Kit (1)

❏

Condoms (male & female)

❏

Folders for processed Diva Forms (5)

❏

Wheeled suitcase for events (1)

❏

Birth control pills

❏

Client data capture sheets (intake & CLIC)

❏

& needles

❏

Client sign-up sheets

MARKETING SUPPLIES

❏

Implant kits (insertion & removal)

❏

MOH Family Planning Booklets

❏

Banner (1)

❏

IUD Insertion kits

❏

Diva ID Appointment Reminder Cards

❏

Metal Billboard (2m x 5m) (1)

❏

Cleaning & sanitation supplies

❏

Diva Teen Ambassador Cards

❏

Billboard, small, stand-alone (2)

❏

Portable autoclave

❏

Finger print ink / ink pad

❏

Vinyl Door Sign for Clinic (2)

❏

Plain paper bags for condoms (500)

❏

Base for Banner (1)

❏

Laminated Print, 1 for each method (10)
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MANAGEMENT + SUPPORT

AGREEING GOALS
CONTENT
All new Teen Connectors should receive intensive training when
beginning their work with the Divas. The presentation for this is
included on the attached USB drive.
SUGGESTED TOPICS:
· Overview of the Divas. Who are they and why?
· Overview of the Teen Connector role, and how they fit into
the larger system
· Deeper conversation, including questions and answers,
about each individual method. This will be lead by the nurse,
using the Diva Kit)
Each Diva Centre agrees a weekly target for clients. At their weekly meeting, they
check back to see how they did and explore the challenges and successes, adjusting
the target if need be. M&E provide two weekly Diva Reports (page 77) on clients
and service uptake so the Project Lead can monitor how many clients are being
reached across sites.

· Best Practices (see above)
· Behavior Change Communications
· Frequently Asked Questions and common myths
· Rehearsal of client interactions with suggestions
for improvement
· How to complete the Diva data capture form and why
it’s important
· Performance Review and Meetings
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MANAGEMENT + INCENTIVE STRUCTURES
We’ve developed training and management structures to reward staff for
their performance and dedication to the work of the Diva Centre and
support their career progression. These aim to increase efficiency, foster job
satisfaction and also help develop lifelong leadership skills and confidence
among these young women.

TEAM MEETING SCHEDULE
BEGINNING

EVERY WEEK

EVERY MONTH

QUARTERLY REVIEW

ANNUAL

COMPLETION OF

WEEKLY TEAM

MONTHLY MEETING

INDIVIDUAL

DIVA HOLIDAY PARTY

BASIC TRAINING

MEETING OF EACH

BETWEEN THE

PERFORMANCE

IN RECOGNITION OF

DIVA TEAM TO

PROGRAM MANAGER

REVIEW

THE TEAM’S WORK

REVIEW PROGRESS

AND ALL NURSES TO
REVIEW PROGRESS.

THAT YEAR
ANNUAL REPORT

MONTHLY MEETING

ON PROGRESS

BETWEEN PROGRAM

FROM M&E. RESULTS

MANAGER AND

SHARED WITH ALL

ALL THE TEEN

THE TEAMS

CONNECTORS AT
A ROTATING DIVA
CENTRE
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WEEKLY MEETINGS

WHEN: Each centre to nominate a date and time, meeting lasts one hour
WHO: Youth Lead, Nurse, all Teen Connectors
WHERE: At each Diva Centre
WHAT: Review the previous week's progress and plan for the upcoming week
PREPARATION: Youth Lead to seek Diva Report on the number of clients seen and services provided prior to meeting.

TEAM MEETING — AGENDA OUTLINE
REVIEW (20 MINUTES)

PLANNING (30 MINUTES)

· Review group targets from last week
— Individual: Number of girls that each Outreach Teen Connector brought
to the Diva Centre

· Outreach Event: Brainstorm & choose at least one outreach event to
hold or attend that month

— Group: Total number of girls who came to the Diva Centre during the previous week
· Week in Review: Review previous week and talk about lessons learned:
— Successes:
What went well this week?
Why was it such a success?
Did they learn anything new?
— Concerns: Address any concerns about previous week.
Did they have any difficult situations?
Were there any questions that they couldn’t answer?
Is any equipment or stock missing or not working?
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· Canvassing: Pick locations for canvassing
· Logistics: Make sure everyone has what they need to do their job
and knows their schedule
— Top up phone(s) for follow up calls made at the Diva Centre and
any specific follow ups that Teen Connectors will make separately
— Make sure everyone is paid from last week
— Check Restock list for Diva Centre & outreach
(Youth Lead to purchase the following day)

MONTHLY TEEN CONNECTOR TEAM MEETINGS

WHEN: Each centre to nominate a date and time, meeting lasts one hour.
WHO: Youth Lead and all Teen Connectors
WHERE: Rotating location around the Diva Centres
WHAT: Review the previous month and plan for the upcoming month
PREPARATION: Youth Leads and Project Lead to seek feedback on Teen Connector performance from the nurses prior to meeting. Prepare a
short 15-20 min training or activity for the meeting. Decide who is the Teen Connector of the month and print a certificate.

TEAM MEETING — AGENDA OUTLINE
HOUSEKEEPING (20 MINUTES)

REVIEW PERFORMANCE: (15 MINS)

· Introduce any new staff to the whole team

· Centres: Which centres had a good month? Which centres struggled
to attract new clients this month?

· Update on any changes to running of the Diva Centre or any new sites.
· Each Senior Teen Connector talks about the events that they ran during the last month
and reports any news from their team.

TRAINING (20 MINUTES)
· This is to make sure that the Teen Connectors keep their skills up to date and learn about
new topics related to youth and the work of the Diva Centre
· Choice of topics could be identified by the Teen Connectors or the Nurses, or simply some
fun activities to help the girls get to know each other better. The Senior Teen Connectors
could also be involved in leading some of these sessions.
· Example topics: How to plan and run a Diva event, Correct data management,
STI prevention, talking about HIV, planning future education and employment.

· Month in Review: Review previous month and talk about lessons learned
— Successes:
What went well this month?
Why was it such a success?
Did they learn anything new?
— Concerns: Address any concerns about previous week, such as:
Did they have any difficult situations?
Were there any questions from clients that they couldn’t answer?
· Lessons learned: Do the Teen Connectors have any advice or lessons learned
for each other? Do they need any more training? Take suggestions for the topic
of the next month’s training.

CELEBRATE (5 MINUTES)
· Celebrate a Teen Connector who has shown particular promise, worked
really hard, learned new skills or planned a new event. Award a certificate
for the Teen Connector of The Month!
· Plan: Agree the site, time and date of the next monthly meeting.
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MONTHLY NURSE TEAM MEETINGS

WHEN: Each centre to nominate a date and time, meeting lasts one hour.
WHO: Project Lead and all Nurses
WHAT: Review the previous month and plan for the upcoming month
PREPARATION: Project Lead can review weekly data from the Diva CLIC Forms and client feedback on each Centre from
Quality Check surveys (page 78) or Client Exit Surveys. Prepare a short 15-20 min training or activity for the meeting.

TEAM MEETING — AGENDA OUTLINE
HOUSEKEEPING (20 MINUTES)
· Introduce any new staff to the whole team
· Update on any changes to running of the Diva Centre or any new sites.
· Each Nurse reports on outreach and services that they provided and shares any news
from their team.

TRAINING (20 MINUTES)
· This is to make sure that the Nurses keep their skills up to date and learn about new topics
related to youth and the work of the Diva Centre
· Choice of topics could be guided by training needs identified by the Nurses, or could be
a topic that is relevant to youth, clinical skills, communication, updating knowledge etc.

· Month in Review: Review previous month and talk about lessons learned
— Successes:
What went well this month?
Why was it such a success?
Did they learn anything new?
— Concerns: Address any concerns about previous week, such as:
Did they have any difficult situations?
Are there any problems with equipment or stock management?
Were there any questions from clients that they couldn’t answer?
· Lessons learned: Do the Nurses have any advice or lessons learned
for each other? Do they need any more training? Take suggestions for the topic
of the next month’s training.
· Any other questions, needs or feedback?

REVIEW PERFORMANCE: (15 MINS)

CELEBRATE (5 MINUTES)

· Centres: Which centres had a good month? Which centres struggled to attract
new clients this month?

· Celebrate the Nurses' work this month. Find words of thanks for each staff member and
congratulate any who have shown particular promise, increased attendance at their Centre,
learned new skills or planned a new event.
· Plan: Agree the site, time and date of the next monthly meeting.
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PERKS OF BEING A TEEN CONNECTOR
· Paid time for their work in communities and at the clinic, in addition to performance-based compensation
· Flexible working hours that allow them to approach teens at a time that is convenient for them
· Leadership experience on CVs
· Being a part of a community of young, professional, ambitious women, which allows them to network
professionally and socially

CELEBRATING ACHIEVEMENT
We know that peer recognition is essential for health workers, but especially for teens. To build confidence,
we can celebrate successes at the monthly Teen Connector meetings, led by the Youth Lead. TCs
who have shown particular promise, worked very hard or learned new skills can be nominated for ‘Teen
Connector of the Month.’ Reports from M&E will be shared with the teams to demonstrate the impact
of their work on their communities.
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PERFORMANCE CHECK-INS
Quarterly performance reviews with the Program Manager help Teen Connectors and
nurses set their individual goals and review their work so far. The nurse and Teen Connectors
complete a self-assessment form prior to the meeting and ask colleagues to do the same.
We can then identify if they need extra help, mentoring or training to be successful.
HOW WILL WE MEASURE PERFORMANCE?
STAFF MEMBER

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

TEEN

Number of clients reached

Diva report & feedback from colleagues

CONNECTORS

Quality of data collection

Nurse feedback

Overall
• professionalism
• attendence
• level of knowledge
• team spirit and motivation
• client relations

360 Assessment: self-assessment,
other Teen Connectors and Nurse

Quality of data management

Feedback from nurse
and M&E team

SENIOR TEEN
CONNECTORS

Management skills
Training skills

NURSE

Inventory management
(non-clinical)

Nurse and Teen Connector feedback

Client satisfaction

Quality Survey (mid-point of prototype)

Clinical inventory management

Client Exit Surveys (permanent sites)

Data management
Management and training skills
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Weekly perforance for
the team Nurse feedback

Nurse feedback

Spot checks by Project Lead
Feedback from M&E team
Weekly performance for the team feedback

EVALUATION TOOLKIT
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Data will be essential to guide
decisions as we establish new sites.
We have all the tools to track how many teens use the
ser vices each day and monitor how this changes over
time. For new, centres, we'll need to check the quality of
the experience that teens receive and see how our new
staff are doing.
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THE DATA PROCESS
The Diva Centre data collection processes mirror those within MSI's other
sites. Data is collected and entered by the Diva Centre staff on-site and
compiled by the Monitoring and Evaluation team, to measure impact and
guide decision-making by the Diva Management team.

DATA COLLECTION

DATA ENTRY

UPLOADING

REPORTS

The form is completed at each site by

As in other MSZ programs, the nurse

The Data is uploaded securely

A fortnightly report is generated by

the Teen Connectors and the Nurse.

enters data direcly from the form into

to CLIC. Once uploaded, data is

the monitoring and evaluation officer

a modified CLIC dashboard.

automatically removed from device.

and submitted to the Diva program
team.

DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Diva Centre-specific forms are simplified and easier
to complete, while still having information that will
help us compare sites, track our success and make
programmatic decisions.

Thanks for completing all the information in black ink
and write clearly in capital letters.This data helps us
to measure the success of the Diva services.

DIVA EVENT

PERSONAL VS. CLINICAL
Teen Connectors can fill

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

DATE

CLIENT ID

PLACE OF BIRTH

MOH ID

valuable time.

OCCUPATION

FEMALE
AGE

in personal information for
each client, saving the nurse

LOCATION OF DIVA CENTRE
CLIENT STATUS

MALE

NUMBER TO CONTACT YOU ON
AGREE CONTACT?

YES

NO

DIVA CENTRE

NEW

EXISTING

HOW DID THE CLIENT FIRST HEAR
ABOUT THE DIVA SERVICE

FORMAL EMPLOYMENT

DRAMA

MSZ SALES AGENT

INFORMAL EMPLOYMENT

EVENT

FAMILY/FRIEND

AGRICULTURE

RADIO

PARTNER

STUDENT

TELEVISION

CLINICAL REFERRAL

UNEMPLOYED/HOUSEWORKER

MSZ CLIENT

POSTER/BILLBOARD

N/A

TEEN

OTHER

AMBASSADOR

#:

TEEN CONNECTOR

Name:

NAME OF TEEN CONNECTOR COMPLETING FORM

To be filled by service provider
WERE YOU CLINICALLY REFERRED BY

ARE YOU OR YOUR PARTNER CURRENTLY USING

ANOTHER SERVICE PROVIDER OR DID

A CONTRACEPTIVE METHOD TO AVOID PREGNANCY?

ANYONE TELL YOU TO COME TODAY?

If more than one is used select the longest lasting method:

TOLL-FREE LINE (MSZ)

NEVER USED A MODERN METHOD

IMPLANT

OUTREACH (MSZ)

NO CURRENT MODERN METHOD
(BUT USED BEFORE)

IUCD FITTED

SOCIAL FRANCHISE (MSZ)
PUBLIC HEALTH PROVIDER

CONDOMS
CONTRACEPTIVE PILL

IUS FITTED
PATRNER STERILISED
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DATA ENTRY
During the day, the Nurse enters data from the
form directly into CLIC, MSI Zambia’s database,
on the laptop. This is a secure system which does
not store the data on the laptop. Each new Diva
Centre will need a laptop and internet dongle.
The Nurses should be trained before starting work
on data management and receive feeedback to
improve data quality.

CLIC
CLIC is a database deisgned to capture
all the data relating to MSI Zambia's
service providers. Though the Diva
Centre forms look a little different,
they are designed to collect the same
information as in the regular clinics
and outreach services.
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REPORTS
Every two weeks, a Diva report is compiled from
the CLIC data. This progress report provides
impact data for each Diva site, sharing the
number of clients, client demographics, uptake
of contraception and STI or HIV testing and
attendance trends over time. This allows us to
monitor client reach and also measure the success
of new sites as we scale.
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QUALITY CHECKS

SURVEY
DIVA CENTRE:

As the program scales, we need to ensure that

This quick survey will help

RATE THE FOLLOWING BY CIRCLING A NUMBER:

client satisfaction and retention of information

The friendliness & respect from the staff on arrival

compare client satisfaction

remain high over time. To track the quality of
the Diva Experience and check clients' new
knowledge about contraception, we’ve created
a fun quiz that teens can complete after visiting
the Diva Centre.

VERY
POOR

1

2

3

4

5

VERY
GOOD

5

VERY
GOOD

5

VERY
GOOD

5

VERY
GOOD

5

VERY
GOOD

across multiple sites. They
can drop this in a box before
leaving, so their responses

The length of your waiting time
VERY
POOR

1

2

3

4

remain private.

The friendliness & respect from the nurse

These brief Quality Checks are designed to be
used 4-6 weeks after the new Centre has been
launched. The forms are collected by the Youth
Lead and compiled by the M&E office. The

VERY
POOR

1

2

3

4

VERY
POOR

1

2

3

4

Your overall experience at the Diva Centre

reuslts should be shared with each of the new

VERY
POOR

Centre staff at their weekly meeting to guide

CALLING
ALLQUIZ
DIVAS!
THE DIVA

The level of privacy at the Diva Centre

1

2

3

4

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED TODAY?

1

Birth control does not cause cancer.

TRUE

FALSE

2

If you forget to come for your next
injection, you can get pregnant.

TRUE

FALSE

3

This contraception

AN IMPLANT

Would you return here in the future?

improvements to their service. We can then
later re-check to see how these measures change.
For established Centres, we'll use the more

VERY
POOR

1

2

3

4

5

VERY
GOOD

is called:
Please tell us how we can make the Diva Centre better for you:

AN IUD / LOOP

detailed Client Exit Surveys.

AN INJECTION

4

Emergency contraception can
prevent pregnancy up to 72 hours
after unprotected sex.

TRUE

FALSE

5

Condoms are the only type of
contraception that protects against
STIs and HIV.

TRUE

FALSE

Back
QUIZ
A brief quiz to measure
retention of knowledge.

Thank you! Now turn the card over and score us on
how we did today! When you have finished, drop the
card in the box.

Front
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ASSETS

79
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All things Diva.
From signposting and banners, to booklets and pins, forms,
badges and certificates, here's a catalogue of all the assets
for the Diva Centre. You'll also find them in handy printable
versions on the attached USB drive.
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BRAND CHARACTERISTICS
PERSONALITY

LANGUAGE & TONE

Birth Control not Family Planning
Aspirational not Instructional
Conversational not Clinical

DESIGN INSPIRATION

VISUAL DESIGN
CO LO R

PAT T ER N

T Y P EFA C E

Baskerville abcdefghijklmno

BRANDON abcdef
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CLINIC SPACE: INTERIOR
BRIGHT RUG
A colourful rug in the
consultation area will make
the conversation feel like
a living room, rather than
an office

SIGNATURE COLOURS
To make teen clinics feel
cosier and less sterile try
integrating colour into the
space—Magenta and lime
green are some of teens’
favorites
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CLINIC SIGNAGE + WAYFINDING
BANNER
Hang it by the entrance so
teens know they’ve arrived

SANDWICH BOARD
Put it outside to
guide teens to the
right place

IN OR OUT
Let teens know when
to come in or when
to wait, in case the
nurse steps out

the

THE
THE NURSE
NURSE
IS
IS IN
IN
Open today for health consulations
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POP–UP EVENT: SANDWICH BOARD
COLLAPSIBLE
Set it up, take it down

DISCREET
Refers to health, but
won’t stigmatize teens

COLOURFUL
Designed to catch
teens’ attention
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NAIL SALON

NAIL SALON KIT
Each nail salon kit
should consist of
roughly a dozen nail
colours, a few nail
files and towels, and
a brush. The brighter
the better!
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BOOKLET + STICKERS

DATES: EVERY MON, TUES & WED FROM 8:00 – 17:00
MY APPOINTMENT:

Customizeable labels can be

REFERRED BY:

applied to make the booklets

ADDRESS: MTENDERE, AFRICA DIRECTIONS
CALL: 0965082899

Friday’s
Corner

STICKERS

Mtendere
Market
Alick Nkhata

AFRICA
DIRECTIONS

unique to different locations.

First Dirt Road

CHARACTER-BASED
Uses characters to help teens
understand the best types of
birth control for their lifestyle
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DIVA KIT

THE DIVAS
The Divas are carried
over from the booklet,
connecting the methods

BY THE TABS

to lifestyle benefits in an

Each method has several

engaging way

pages of descriptions, but
a handy tab for each section

HIDDEN METHODS

helps nurses talk about
each method at a high level

To reduce intimidation

before jumping into the

the actual products are

details

hidden while the nurse
is introducing them to
the teens, and are only
revealed at the end
DRESSED TO IMPRESS
Looks more like a jewellery
box than a medical product
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DIVA KIT (CONTINUED)

NURSE’S GUIDE
The Diva Kit comes with a guide that
introduces Nurses to a new, story-based
approach to talking about contraceptives.
It walks the Nurse through each section
of the book and reminds them that they
were teens once, too.
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SIGN UP SHEETS

SIMPLE + SHORT

PERSONALISED

Only basic information

Connector information

collected on each teen

for record-keeping

THE DIVA CENTRE PHONE
Each Diva Centre has its own
phone, so teens can get straight
through to a friendly local voice.
Teen Connectors use it for
reminders and follow-up calls

FOLLOW-UPS
Check boxes to be filled out
by Teen Connector when
calling teens back
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DIVA PIN | TAKEAWAY

SIGNATURE COLOURS
Girls can opt to take the
color corresponding to their
method of choice, or they
can just select any colour
they like!

EASY TO SHARE
Girls can take a few with
them to share with their
friends, encouraging them
to start the conversation
about birth control
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TEEN AMBASSADOR CARDS
THE DIVINE

DIVAS
TEEN AMBASSADOR CARDS
These discreet, pocket-sized cards are the
teen's passport to free information and help
us track which clients refer the most friends.

DIVA NUMBER
We include the Teen
Ambassador’s unique client
number, so we can see who are
our superstar Ambassadors.

DIVA #:

TEEN AMBASSADOR

DATE:

Referral Card

Bring this card for a free
teen health consultation at

MTENDERE

AFRICA DIRECTIONS
within 30 days.
Call us for an appointment
or more information on

CONTACT INFORMATION

704.533.2687

Our newly referred teens can
contact the Centre ahead of
time and talk to someone first.
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Back

Front

TEEN CONNECTOR ID CARD

OFFICIAL
TEEN CONNECTOR

TEEN CONNECTOR ID CARD
The clients and the community are
introduced to our Teen Connectors with

Name
Signature

these ID cards.

THE DIVINE DIVAS

OFFICIAL
TEEN CONNECTOR

APPOINTMENT CARD
Name
Signature

TEEN DIVA CENTRE
Appointment Card
OFFICIAL
DIVA NUMBER
NAME

TEEN CONNECTOR

THE DIVINE DIVAS

CLIENT ID CARDS
Each client is assigned a
unique Diva ID, so we can
track the services they use and

Name

LOCATION: AFRICA DIRECTIONS, MTENDERE
PHONE: 5600 (MAHALSignature
A WITH AIRTEL & MTN!)

return for.

THE DIVINE DIVAS
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TEEN CONNECTOR SCRIPTS

POP-UP EVENT

STREET INTERCEPTS

CON V ERS AT ION GUIDE

CON V ERS AT ION GUIDE

1. INTRODUCE YOURSELF

1. INTRODUCE YOURSELF

Hi, I’m Donna, what’s your name?

Hi, I’m Donna, what’s your name?

Are you shopping in the market today? Do you go to school nearby?

2. EXPLAIN WHAT YOU ARE DOING
2. EXPLAIN WHAT YOU ARE DOING + THE POP-UP EVENT
I’d love to talk to you about how to stay healthy and plan for your future. Check out our booklet (hand it

I’d love to talk to you about how to stay healthy and plan for your future. I have this small booklet; it tells
you how to protect yourself from getting pregnant until you’re ready. Can I walk you through it a little?

to her); it tells you a lot about how to protect yourself from getting pregnant until you’re ready. We’re also
having a free nail salon right around the corner where you can learn more and hang out with other divas.
If you have time for a manicure, I’ll take you there and introduce you to some of my friends.

3. EDUCATE ABOUT THE METHODS
(If yes) These are birth control methods that you can get from our nurses—there are a several options, so

3. INTRODUCE THE CLINIC AND CAPTURE CONTACT INFO
(If she doesn’t have enough time for the nail salon) I can answer some of your questions and go through
a call when we’re back in your neighborhood in the next week (if she’s comfortable sharing her phone
number, write it down on the Sign-up Sheet)
Perfect, we’ll let you know when the Divas will be in your neighborhood soon! This is such an important

you can decide which one works best for you. I’m sure you’ve heard rumors that they’re bad for you, but
let’s look at the facts (walk through ‘10 Things To Know’ page together)
So have you heard of any of the methods? (Beginning with condom, walk through each method one-byone, highlighting the benefits and facts about each.)

4. INTRODUCE THE CLINIC AND CAPTURE CONTACT INFO

issue—we’re glad you’re interested in learning more. In the mean time, if you have any questions you can

I can answer some of your questions, but if you’d like to talk to a nurse and get more information

always give us a call at 5600.

confidentially, we can give you a call when we’re back in your neighborhood in the next week (collect

(If no) OK, I understand—feel free to keep the booklet and you can always give us a call at 5600 if you
have any questions. Thanks!

phone number if interested). In the mean time, if you have any questions you can always give us a call at
5600. Here’s an extra booklet if you’d like to give one to a friend—feel free to bring her with you as well!
(If no) OK, I understand—feel free to keep the booklet and you can always give us a call at 5600 if you
have any questions. Thanks!
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HIV TESTING CERTIFICATE + REFERRAL FORM

HIV TESTING CERTIFICATES
Our clients are asking us for proof of
HIV testing, so we've produced these
certificates for the Nurse.

REFERRAL FORM
Our Nurse will use this form to
refer clients to other healthcare
providers for additional
services.
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DATA COLLECTIONS MATERIALS
QUALITY CHECK QUIZ

THE DIVA QUIZ

This quick survey and quiz

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED TODAY?

measures teen client satsfaction
and helps the new staff know
how they're scoring.

1

Birth control does not cause cancer.

TRUE

FALSE

2

If you forget to come for your next
injection, you can get pregnant.

TRUE

FALSE

3

This contraception
is called:

AN IMPLANT
AN IUD / LOOP
AN INJECTION

Thanks for completing all the information in black ink
and write clearly in capital letters.This data helps us
to measure the success of the Diva services.

DIVA EVENT
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

DATE

CLIENT ID

PLACE OF BIRTH

MOH ID
OCCUPATION

FEMALE
AGE

NUMBER TO CONTACT YOU ON
AGREE CONTACT?

YES

NO

NEW

DRAMA

MSZ SALES AGENT

INFORMAL EMPLOYMENT

EVENT

FAMILY/FRIEND

AGRICULTURE

RADIO

PARTNER

STUDENT

TELEVISION

CLINICAL REFERRAL

UNEMPLOYED/HOUSEWORKER

MSZ CLIENT

POSTER/BILLBOARD

TEEN

OTHER

N/A

TEEN CONNECTOR

Name:

Condoms are the only type of
contraception that protects against
STIs and HIV.

TRUE

FALSE

Thank you! Now turn the card over and score us on
how we did today! When you have finished, drop the
card in the box.

DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Bright, attractive and easy to fill
out. The lay out makes it clear
which parts can be filled in by our

To be filled by service provider

Teen Connectors.

WERE YOU CLINICALLY REFERRED BY

ARE YOU OR YOUR PARTNER CURRENTLY USING

ANOTHER SERVICE PROVIDER OR DID

A CONTRACEPTIVE METHOD TO AVOID PREGNANCY?

ANYONE TELL YOU TO COME TODAY?

If more than one is used select the longest lasting method:

TOLL-FREE LINE (MSZ)

NEVER USED A MODERN METHOD

IMPLANT

OUTREACH (MSZ)

NO CURRENT MODERN METHOD
(BUT USED BEFORE)

IUCD FITTED

PRIVATE HEALTH PROVIDER

5

EXISTING

FORMAL EMPLOYMENT

#:

PUBLIC HEALTH PROVIDER

FALSE

DIVA CENTRE

NAME OF TEEN CONNECTOR COMPLETING FORM

SOCIAL FRANCHISE (MSZ)

TRUE

HOW DID THE CLIENT FIRST HEAR
ABOUT THE DIVA SERVICE

AMBASSADOR
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Emergency contraception can
prevent pregnancy up to 72 hours
after unprotected sex.

LOCATION OF DIVA CENTRE
CLIENT STATUS

MALE

4

CONDOMS
CONTRACEPTIVE PILL

IUS FITTED
PATRNER STERILISED
OTHER MODERN METHOD

TRAINING MATERIALS
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

NURSE'S GUIDE
A short introduction on how to
use the Diva Kit to explain the
contraception methods.

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED TRAINING IN

SIGNED :

NAME :

DATE :

TITLE :

CERTIFICATE
Congratulating and
documenting our Teen
Connectors' achievements.

TEEN
CONNECTOR
GUIDE
A handy pocket-sized guide
to their role. It includes
tips for communication, a
reminder of the schedule and
copies of the scripts they'll
use to chat with teens.
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